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Telomere Length Homeostasis Is Achieved
via a Switch between Telomerase-
Extendible and -Nonextendible States

acts telomere shortening (reviewed in Kelleher et al.
[2002]). It extends the 3� end of chromosomes by reverse
transcribing in an iterative fashion the template region
of its tightly associated telomerase RNA moiety. The
complementary DNA strand is presumably synthesized
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by the conventional DNA polymerases � and � (Diede2 Swiss Institute for Bioinformatics
and Gottschling, 1999; Ray et al., 2002). TelomeraseCH-1066 Epalinges/s Lausanne
expression is required for unlimited proliferation of uni-Switzerland
cellular organisms such as yeast or protozoa as well as
for immortal cells in multicellular organisms such as
germ cells, some stem cells, and many cancer cells. InSummary
humans, a decline in telomere length correlates with the
onset of age-dependent mortality (Cawthon et al., 2003).Telomerase counteracts telomere erosion that stems
Short telomeres and reduced levels of telomerase havefrom incomplete chromosome end replication and
been observed in individuals that carry a defective tel-nucleolytic processing. A precise understanding of
omerase RNA gene or a defective allele of the tel-telomere length homeostasis has been hampered by
omerase-associated dyskerin protein (Mitchell et al.,the lack of assays that delineate the nonuniform telo-
1999; Vulliamy et al., 2001). Both genetic disorders givemere extension events of single chromosome mole-
rise to the bone marrow failure syndromes dyskeratosiscules. Here, we measure telomere elongation at nu-
congenita and aplastic anemia, which may be causedcleotide resolution in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. The
by telomere exhaustion and a reduced replicative poten-number of nucleotides added to a telomere in a single
tial of stem cells. On the other hand, telomere lengthcell cycle varies between a few to more than 100 nucle-
stabilization and upregulation of telomerase expressionotides and is independent of telomere length. Tel-
has fatal consequences during malignant transforma-omerase does not act on every telomere in each cell
tion of cells that are normally telomerase negative (Kimcycle, however. Instead, it exhibits an increasing prefer-
et al., 1994).ence for telomeres as their lengths decline. Deletion of

In cells that express telomerase, the length of thethe telomeric proteins Rif1 or Rif2 gives rise to longer
duplex telomeric repeat array is kept within a species-telomeres by increasing the frequency of elongation
and cell type-specific narrow range. In humans, the aver-events. Thus, by taking a molecular snapshot of a
age telomere length varies between 5 and 15 kb,single round of telomere replication, we demonstrate
whereas in the yeast S. cerevisiae, telomere length isthat telomere length homeostasis is achieved via a
around 300 nucleotides. Telomere length homeostasisswitch between telomerase-extendible and -nonex-
is the result of a balance between telomere shorteningtendible states.
and telomere lengthening activities (see Smogorzewska
and de Lange [2004] for a recent review). As discussedIntroduction
above, a primary cause of telomere shortening is incom-
plete DNA end replication. Nucleolytic processing ofThe ends of eukaryotic chromosomes, known as telo-
telomere ends is presumably important for the genera-meres, are essential protein-DNA complexes that pro-
tion of 3� overhangs, which are present on both chromo-tect chromosome ends from fusion and degradation
somal ends (Huffman et al., 2000; Makarov et al., 1997;

(see Ferreira et al. [2004] for a recent review). The DNA
McElligott and Wellinger, 1997; Wellinger et al., 1996;

component of telomeres typically comprises tandem
Wright et al., 1997). The telomere shortening rate in the

repeats of simple sequences that are rich in guanosine absence of telomerase is insensitive to telomere length
residues in the strand containing the 3� end, which pro- and corresponds to 50–200 nucleotides per round of
trudes to form a single strand overhang. Therefore, the DNA replication in human cells and three nucleotides
recessed 5� end-containing strand, which is replicated per generation in S. cerevisiae (Harley et al., 1990; Huff-
by the leading strand synthesis machinery, cannot func- man et al., 2000; Lundblad and Szostak, 1989; Marcand
tion as a template for the synthesis of the 3� overhang et al., 1999). Telomere shortening can also occur in a
(Lingner et al., 1995). Hence, in the absence of special more stochastic fashion through so-called telomeric
telomere maintenance mechanisms, linear chromo- rapid deletions (TRD), which involve intrachromatid re-
somes shorten progressively with every round of DNA combination events (Bucholc et al., 2001; Li and Lus-
replication. In addition, nucleolytic processing of tel- tig, 1996).
omere ends may contribute to shortening (Jacob et al., Telomere lengthening requires telomerase in most
2003; Wellinger et al., 1996). Telomere length limits the species. However, under rare circumstances, recombi-
replicative potential of many normal human somatic nation-mediated pathways may maintain telomeres in
cells (Bodnar et al., 1998). the absence of telomerase (Bryan et al., 1995; Dunham

The cellular reverse transcriptase telomerase counter- et al., 2000; Lundblad and Blackburn, 1993; Teng and
Zakian, 1999). This is observed at low frequency in yeast
cells that escape the lethality caused by telomerase loss*Correspondence: joachim.lingner@isrec.unil.ch
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human cell lines. The contribution of recombination to to a specific telomere induced its shortening in cis (An-
telomere length maintenance in wt cells is unknown. celin et al., 2002). Evidence for regulation of telomerase

In S. cerevisiae, telomerase extends telomeres in late activity in cis had been provided even earlier in telomere
S phase (Marcand et al., 2000), and this is thought to healing experiments in which newly seeded telomeres
be coupled to semiconservative DNA replication (Diede were smaller than the endogenous telomeres (Barnett
and Gottschling, 1999). Numerous gene products have et al., 1993). Furthermore, in mice, crosses between
been implicated in telomere maintenance. Mutations in strains with short and long telomeres result in a preferen-
some of these genes abolish telomerase activity, leading tial elongation of short telomeres (Zhu et al., 1998; Hem-
to progressive telomere shortening. Telomere replica- ann et al., 2001; Samper et al., 2001). Similarly, expres-
tion factors that are essential in vivo include telomerase sion of limiting amounts of telomerase activity in human
subunits and proteins that bind to the telomeric 3� over- fibroblasts leads to preferential elongation of short telo-
hang, where they mediate the access and activation of meres (Ouellette et al., 2000).
telomerase (reviewed by Evans and Lundblad [2000]). At least two not mutually exclusive models could pro-
ATM- and ATR-related protein kinases are also required vide a mechanistic basis for the protein-counting model
for telomerase activity in vivo in fission and budding of telomere length control and the increased activity of
yeast (Naito et al., 1998; Ritchie et al., 1999), but their telomerase on shorter telomeres. First, the elongation
critical substrates are yet to be identified. Mutations in efficiency of telomerase, i.e., the number of nucleotides
other telomeric factors perturb but do not abolish the added to an individual telomere per elongation event,
end replication machinery, leading to an altered steady- could be regulated as a function of telomere length.
state telomere length. For example, some double- Thus, all telomeres would be available for telomerase-
stranded telomeric DNA binding proteins are negative mediated extension, but the telomere structure would
regulators of telomere length. Budding yeast Rap1p is regulate the catalytic activity of telomerase in a length-
a major component of telomeric chromatin (reviewed by dependent manner, perhaps by influencing the pro-
Shore [1997]) that binds the telomeric repeats with high cessivity or turnover of the enzyme. Second, the produc-
affinity and negatively affects telomere length (Lustig et tive association of telomerase with telomere 3� ends
al., 1990; Conrad et al., 1990). Through a C-terminal could be regulated by length-dependent changes in tel-
domain, Rap1p recruits two proteins, Rif1p and Rif2p, omeric chromatin structure. A long telomere would have
which contribute to telomere length control (Hardy et al., a lower probability to be in a telomerase-extendible state
1992; Wotton and Shore, 1997). Targeting of additional than a short telomere. In this model, a telomere could
copies of the Rap1p C terminus to a telomere induces shorten for several rounds of DNA replication without
telomere shortening to an extent that is roughly propor- being elongated by telomerase, before its chromatin
tional to the number of targeted molecules (Marcand et structure would switch and become competent for tel-
al., 1997; Ray and Runge, 1999b). This observation led to omerase-mediated elongation. Thus, the association,
the “protein counting model” of telomere length control rather than the activity, of telomerase would be the regu-
(Marcand et al., 1997), in which telomerase-mediated lated element.
telomere extension is regulated by the number of telo- To distinguish between these two models, we devised
mere bound Rap1p molecules. Additional support for a a system to measure elongation of single telomeres in
counting mechanism comes from work with telomerase vivo at nucleotide resolution. Using this system, we de-
RNA template mutants in S. cerevisiae and the related termined the frequency and elongation efficiency of telo-
yeast Kluveromyces lactis (Chan et al., 2001; McEachern meres as a function of their length. We find that telomere
and Blackburn, 1995). Such mutations reduced the num- elongation is a stochastic process that does not occur
ber of telomeric binding sites for Rap1p and con- at all telomeres in every cell cycle. Short telomeres have
comitantly induced massive telomere elongation. The a higher probability of being extended than long telo-
protein-counting model was also supported by mea-

meres. A variable number of telomeric repeats can be
surement of the reelongation kinetics of an artificially

added in one round of replication to a single chromo-
shortened telomere (Marcand et al., 1999). These experi-

some end, but the number of added nucleotides doesments indicated that the rate of telomere elongation is
not correlate with telomere length, unless the telomereinversely proportional to telomere length.
is almost completely eroded. The frequency of tel-Double-stranded telomere binding proteins in fission
omerase-mediated extension increases in rif1-� andyeast and vertebrates also function as negative regula-
rif2-� mutants. Taken together, our results provide di-tors of telomere length, similarly to S. cerevisiae Rap1p.
rect evidence for a model in which telomeres switch inDisruption of the fission yeast taz1 gene gives rise to a
a length-dependent manner between at least two struc-10-fold increase in telomere length (Cooper et al., 1997),
tural states that dictate the extendibility by telomerase.and depletion of the orthologous human TRF1 from telo-

meres also leads to substantial telomere lengthening
Results(van Steensel and de Lange, 1997). Overexpression of

TRF1 induces telomere shortening without affecting
An Assay for Measuring Single Telomeretelomerase activity in vitro (Smogorzewska et al., 2000).
Extension at Nucleotide Resolution In VivoSimilarly, the TRF1-interacting proteins TIN2 and tankyr-
To study the mechanisms that control telomere accessase 1 regulate telomere length without affecting tel-
and extension efficiency, we developed a system toomerase activity in vitro (Kim et al., 1999; Smith and de
measure single telomere elongation events in vivo atLange, 2000). These experiments suggest that tel-
nucleotide resolution in S. cerevisiae (Figure 1). A tel-omerase is regulated by the telomeric substrate in cis.

Consistent with this notion, artificial tethering of TRF1 omerase-negative strain was created by deleting the
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Figure 1. An Experimental System for Measuring Telomere Extension In Vivo at Nucleotide Resolution

(A) Introduction of telomerase activity in a controlled fashion to a telomerase-negative cell by functional complementation. Clonal telomerase-
negative cells (recipients) are mated with telomerase-positive cells (donors) of the opposite mating type. Upon karyogamy, the newly formed
zygotes enter their first S phase, and telomerase from the donor cell can elongate shortened telomeres inherited from the telomerase-
negative recipients.
(B) Specific amplification of telomere VR of the recipient strain by telomere PCR (Forstemann et al., 2000; see Experimental Procedures). DNA
is extracted from the zygotes, and DNA ends are tailed with terminal transferase and dCTP (green). Telomere VR of the recipient contains a
unique sequence in the subtelomeric region (purple). This allows specific amplification by PCR with a primer that anneals to the sequence
tag and a primer that is complementary to the oligo-dC tail. Telomerase-mediated telomere DNA extension is indicated by the blue line.
(C) Sequence alignment of telomere VR from a recipient clonal population before mating (P; upper alignment) and 3 hr after mating (M; lower
alignment). Telomere extension events are detected by sequence divergence that arises among sister telomeres due to the action of yeast
telomerase, which adds imperfect telomeric repeats (blue letters). Most sister telomeres that stem from the telomerase-negative parent are
identical in sequence, because they are replicated faithfully by the semiconservative DNA replication machinery. They only differ in length
due to irregular shortening. One out of nine parental telomeres analyzed (P11) diverged in sequence in the telomerase-negative clonal
population. This is due to a telomerase-independent telomere rearrangement (green). N, ambiguous bases.
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telomerase RNA gene TLC1. An isolated tlc1-� colony After approximately 3.5 hr, the diploid cell number had
doubled, indicating that most diploids had undergonewas grown for approximately 30 generations. Active tel-

omerase was provided by mating the tlc1-� strain (re- mitosis and completed one cell cycle (Figure 2A). The
combined analyses indicated that zygote formation andferred to as “recipient”) with a telomerase-positive strain

(referred to as “donor”) of the opposite mating type the subsequent S phase occurred with high synchrony
and that, 3 hr after initial mixing, most zygotes had com-(Figure 1A). Thus, telomeres that had shortened in the

telomerase-negative parent become reextended in the pleted their first round of DNA replication.
Telomere VR was amplified by telomere PCR (Figurezygote due to the presence of complementing tel-

omerase. Telomere elongation was detected by cloning 2D) and cloned from the parental tlc1-� strain and from
the tlc1-�/TLC1 diploid 3, 5, and 7 hr postmating. Telo-and sequencing telomeres that originated from the re-

cipient. To this end, we used as recipient a strain harbor- mere sequence analysis (Figure 2E) indicated that during
the time course experiment, the fraction of telomereing the ADE2 gene in the subtelomeric region of chromo-

some VR, which served as a sequence tag. Telomere extension events increased. After 3 hr, which corre-
sponds to a time point when most zygotes had com-VR was amplified by telomere PCR as described (Fors-

temann et al., 2000, and Figure 1B). In this method, pleted one S phase, nine out of 25 (36%) sequenced
telomeres had been elongated. After 5 hr, the ratio ofgenomic DNA is isolated and tailed in vitro with dCTP

and terminal transferase. Telomere VR is amplified spe- extended to nonextended telomeres was roughly main-
tained (nine out of 22 � 40%), whereas after 7 hr, orcifically with a primer that anneals with the ADE2 gene

at VR and a primer that is complementary to the oligo approximately three population doublings, 10 out of 11
telomeres were elongated. This experiment demon-dC tail. PCR products were resolved on agarose gels,

cloned, and sequenced (see Experimental Procedures). strates that not all telomeres become extended by tel-
omerase in every cell cycle, even if they are considerablyYeast telomerase adds imperfect 5�-(TG)0–6TGGGTG

TG(G)-3� repeats (Forstemann and Lingner, 2001). Thus, shorter than wt.
telomere elongation is detectable via the divergence of
telomeric sequences in the telomere-distal region rela- Telomerase-Independent Lengthening
tive to the telomeric DNA synthesized by semiconserva- of Chromosome Ends
tive DNA replication, which does not vary during clonal Inspection of telomere sequences in tlc1-� parents (Fig-
expansion. Thus, even if two telomere extension events ure 2E) revealed that, even in the absence of telomerase,
occurred at the same nucleotide, they can be distin- one out of ten telomere 3� ends diverged in sequence
guished due to tract divergence. A representative exam- from their sisters. To quantify these telomerase-inde-
ple is given in Figure 1C, in which telomere VR was pendent elongation events, we cloned and sequenced
amplified, cloned, sequenced, and aligned in the tlc1-� the telomeres from haploid (Figures 3A–3C) and diploid
parental strain after propagation for approximately 30 (Figures 3D and 3E) telomerase-negative strains that
generations without telomerase and from the tlc1-�/ lacked either TLC1 or EST1. EST1 encodes a telom-
TLC1 zygote 3 hr after mating. The frequency of telo- erase-associated protein that is essential for telomerase
meres showing sequence divergence in the mating activity in vivo, but it is not required for in vitro activity.
mixture was significantly increased compared to the Est1p has been implicated in recruitment and activation
parental telomeres, allowing us to examine telomerase- of telomerase at chromosomal ends (Evans and Lund-
dependent telomere extensions at nucleotide reso- blad, 1999; Pennock et al., 2001; Taggart et al., 2002).
lution. Sequence analysis of VR telomeres revealed that tel-

omerase-independent elongation events occurred at
similar rates in all four telomerase-negative strains.Telomerase Does Not Extend Every Telomere
Thirty generations of clonal expansion resulted in 6.6%in Every Cell Cycle
(13 out of 197 at VR) telomeres showing this type ofTo correlate telomere elongation kinetics with zygote
event. Involved telomeres were variable in size from 41formation and subsequent cell divisions, time course
to 226 nucleotides, and elongations varied from three toexperiments were performed (Figure 2). Mating was fol-
179 nucleotides. Thus, these telomerase-independentlowed by plating on selective media to assess the pres-
extension events occurred prior to achievement of criti-ence of auxotrophic markers (Figure 2A) by cytological
cal telomere shortening. We suspect that the divergenceobservation (Figure 2B) and by fluorocytometric (FACS)
is due to recombination events involving TG repeats ofanalysis of DNA content (Figure 2C). Mating efficiency
different chromosome ends.was quantified and optimized to nearly 100% by collect-

ing the telomerase-negative strain together with a 10-
fold excess of the telomerase-positive strain on filter Variability of Telomere Extension Length

To analyze the relationship between telomere length andpapers (see Experimental Procedures). Microscopic
analysis and assessment of auxotrophic markers indi- telomerase activity in vivo, we quantified the telomere

elongation events that occurred after one round of DNAcated that almost all recipient cells had initiated cell-
to-cell contact and zygote formation after approximately replication following telomerase reintroduction in tlc1-�/

TLC1 zygotes and in est1-�/EST1 zygotes (Figure 4).2 hr. At this time point, most cells were in G1, as deter-
mined by FACS (Figure 2C). After 3 hr, approximately In order to achieve an extensive coverage of telomere

lengths, we performed the mating experiments with sev-9% of the cells contained a 4C DNA content (Figure 2C).
Because of the 10-fold excess of wt over tlc1-� haploids, eral independent clones for each strain. Figures 4A and

4B show the results of independent experiments inthis was consistent with the notion that, at this time
point, most zygotes had completed a single S phase. which the tagged telomere VR had a different length
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Figure 2. Time Course Experiment of Telomere Elongation and Cell Cycle Progression

(A) Mating efficiency and cell cycle progression as determined by plating on selective media. The ratio of diploids to recipients is plotted as
a function of time. Mating was performed under standard conditions but with two telomerase-positive strains to allow efficient colony formation.
In order to determine the number of haploid recipient cells and mated diploids, cultures were plated on medium lacking either histidine or
histidine and leucine. Colonies were counted after 2 days at 30�C.
(B) Estimation of mating efficiency by counting zygotes under the microscope (Nomarski) after 3 hr. Zygotes are indicated with white arrowheads.
(C) Measurement of DNA content by fluorocytometry. DNA content of cells was measured for 5 hr following the initial mixing. The percentage
of cells with a 4C content, which corresponds to the duplication of a diploid genome, is indicated.
(D) Amplification of telomere VR by telomere PCR. Telomere VR was amplified from the telomerase-negative recipient strain YT48/tlc1-�

before mating (lane 2) and 3, 5, and 7 hr after mating (lanes 3–5) with the telomerase-positive donor strain FYBL1-23D (lane 1). The telomere
PCR product of YT48 DNA is shown in lane 6.
(E) Analysis of telomere PCR products. Telomere PCR products corresponding to (D) were cloned, sequenced, and analyzed as described in
Experimental Procedures. Individual telomeres from the recipient culture (parental) and from mated cultures (3, 5, and 7 hr after initial mixing)
are represented by the vertical bars. The red part indicates the telomeric region, which is nondiverging. The blue part indicates the telomeric
region that diverged among the sisters due to telomere extension.
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Figure 3. Telomerase-Independent Telomere
Extension

Telomere VR (A, B, and D–G) and telomere
1L (C) were PCR amplified and analyzed as
in Figure 2 from clonal populations after 30
cell doublings from YT48/tlc1-� cells (A),
YT48/est1-� cells (B and C), diploid tlc1-�/
tlc1-� (C), diploid est1-�/est1-� cells (D),
est1-� rif1-� cells (F), and est1-� rif2-�

cells (G).

when reextended by the complementing telomerase in in est1-�/EST1 zygotes. The average extension length
in tlc1-�/TLC1 cells was 45 nucleotides, with an inter-the zygote. To analyze elongation events at telomeres

of wt length, we analyzed a strain in which telomeres quartile range from 14 to 66 nucleotides (Table 1). In
est1-�/EST1 cells, the average extension length was 86were overelongated before telomerase removal and

mating (Figure 4B, left). To do this, we transformed the nucleotides, with an interquartile range from 14 to 80
nucleotides. The longer average seen in est1-�/EST1recipient est1-� strain with plasmid pVL1120 expressing

a fusion protein between the DNA binding domain of zygotes stems from very long extension events of ex-
tremely short telomeres (Figure 4B and Table 1). As theCdc13p and Est1p (Est1-DBDCdc13), a construct that com-

plements est1-� and leads to telomere overelongation mean telomeric repeat length in S. cerevisiae is 12–13
nucleotides (Forstemann and Lingner, 2001), telomere(Evans and Lundblad, 1999). Upon culturing the est1-�/

pVL1120 strain for 50 generations under selection for extension length corresponded in the majority of cases
to several telomeric repeats. Thus, the in vivo propertiesthe plasmid, the strain was plated on nonselective YPD

medium. Cells that had lost pVL1120 were telomerase of yeast telomerase differ markedly from its biochemical
properties in vitro, where it performs only one elongationnegative and were mated as above with a telomerase-

positive wt strain for 3 hr. cycle and prevents further elongation by stably associat-
ing with the telomeric primer (Cohn and Blackburn, 1995;After 3 hr of mating, most of the resulting zygotes

were in G2 following their first round of DNA replication. Prescott and Blackburn, 1997).
Surprisingly, the number of added nucleotides is notStrikingly, the telomere extensions were very heteroge-

neous in size, ranging from four to 187 nucleotides in correlated significantly with telomere length (Figure 4D)
(tlc1-�/TLC1: r � �0.29, ppearson � 0.15; � � �0.27,tlc1-�/TLC1 zygotes and from four to 417 nucleotides
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Figure 4. Frequency and Length of Telomere
Extension as a Function of Telomere Size

(A) Telomere elongation events in tlc1-�/
TLC1 zygotes. YT48/tlc1-� cells were mated
with FYBL1-23D cells for 3 hr. The tagged
telomere at VR (tel VR::ADE2) was amplified,
cloned, and sequenced. Two independent
experiments (M2111 and M2510) are de-
picted on the left and right sides. Labeling is
as in Figure 2.
(B) Telomere VR elongation events in est1-�/
EST1 zygotes. YT57/est1-� (left side, M0302_2)
and YT48/est1-� (right side, M2811) cells were
mated with FYBL1-23D as in (A).
(C) Elongation events at the natural telomere
IL in est1-�/EST1 zygotes. YT48/est1-� cells
were mated with MAY01 for 3 hr. MAY01 lacks
the subtelomeric region at telomere IL. Two
independent experiments (M2511 and M0711)
are depicted on the left and right sides.
(D) Length of telomere extension as function
of telomere size. The sizes of diverging re-
gions obtained in the experiments described
in (A), (B), and (C) are plotted as a function
of the nondiverging sequence, which corre-
sponds to the length of the original telomere.
Green dots indicate events from (A), blue dots
events from (B), and pink dots from (C). Pink
circles indicate events that could not be at-
tributed without ambiguity to telomerase-
mediated extension due to the high recombi-
nation background for short telomeres at
chromosome 1L in the parent (see Figure 3C).
(E) Frequency of telomere extension as func-
tion of telomere size. Sequences obtained
from (A), (B), and (C) were ordered according
to nondiverging telomere size and pooled into
subgroups containing ten telomeres each.
The frequency of elongation in each sub-
group was calculated and plotted as a func-
tion of telomere length. Data points were fit-
ted to the following logistic regression model:
[(frequency of elongation) � 	0 
 	1 (mean
length) 
 �]. The p	1 value for tlc1-�/TLC1

zygotes is 0.00447; for est1-�/EST1 (at the tagged telomere VR), 0.00018; and for est1-�/EST1 (at the natural telomere IL), 0.00592. The curve
corresponding to est1-�/EST1 (telomere 1L) is dashed for telomeres below 100 nt, because, in this region, the events could not be attributed
with high confidence to telomerase-mediated extension, due to the high recombination background for short telomeres at chromosome 1L
in the parent (see Figure 3C).

pspearman � 0.19; est1-�/EST1: r � �0.37, ppearson � 0.062; meres according to the length of their nondiverging telo-
meric sequence and formed subgroups containing ten� � �0.37, pspearman � 0.059). However, extremely long

extensions of several hundred nucleotides were ob- telomeres each. The average telomere size of each sub-
group was calculated, and the frequency of elongationserved with very short telomeres of less than 100 nucleo-

tides, indicating loss of normal telomerase control. in each subgroup was plotted as a function of telomere
length (Figure 4E). Although the data scattered substan-
tially, the frequency of elongation correlated signifi-Telomerase Acts Preferentially

on Short Telomeres cantly with telomere size (tlc1-�/TLC1: r � �0.75,
ppearson � 0.0125, � � �0.80, pspearman � 0.0082; est1-�/To determine whether the frequency of telomere elonga-

tion was regulated by telomere size, we sorted telo- EST1: r � �0.70, ppearson � 0.0057, � � �0.59, pspearman �

Table 1. Comparison of Telomere Elongation Lengths in tlc1-�/TLC1, est1-�/EST1, est1-�/EST1 rif1-�/rif1-�, and est1-�/EST1 rif2-�/rif2-�

Zygotes

Average (Interquartile Range)

Original telomere length �100 nt 200 nt all
tlc1-�/TLC1 49 (22–67) 19 (13–22) 45 (14–66)
est1-�/EST1 212 (79–378) 44 (15–70) 86 (14–80)
est1-�/EST1 (tel IL) NA ND 67 (21–93)
est1-�/EST1 rif1-�/rif1-� NA 59 (31–78) NA
est1-�/EST1 rif2-�/rif2-� 36 (20–46) 56 (19–98) 68 (20–116)
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0.029). Furthermore, a significant departure from ran- tions (Wotton and Shore, 1997). To better understand the
mechanism of action of Rif1p, we mated a presenescentdomness was apparent when applying the �2 test for
rif1-� est1-� strain with a rif1-� EST1 strain and ana-contingency tables (ptlc1 � 0.029; pest1 � 0.00071). The
lyzed telomere elongation as described above (Figuredata were fit to a generalized linear model using logistic
5). After 30 generations of clonal expansion, telomeresregression (Figure 4E). At wt telomere length (300 nucle-
in the parental est1-� rif1-� strain had been extendedotides), the frequency of telomere elongation per round
by telomerase-independent elongation at a frequencyof DNA replication was 0.078 for tlc1-�/TLC1 zygotes
of 23% (25 out of 110) (Figure 3F). Most of these eventsand 0.067 for est1-�/EST1 zygotes. This frequency in-
corresponded to telomeres that had shortened belowcreased steadily to 0.46 for tlc1-�/TLC1 zygotes and
120 nucleotides. In the rif1-�/rif1-� est1-�/EST1 zygote,0.42 for est1-�/EST1 zygotes as telomeres shortened
telomere elongation frequency increased significantlyto 100 nucleotides. These data indicate that a typical
(p � 0.0084) by approximately 2-fold when comparedtelomere undergoes several rounds of semiconservative
to the est1-�/EST1 zygote, considering the telomeresDNA replications without being elongated by telom-
that were longer than 120 nucleotides (Figure 5D). Thiserase. Therefore, telomeres switch between telomerase-
indicates that Rif1p promotes formation of a telomereextendible and -nonextendible states. The equilibrium
structure that prevents the productive association ofbetween the two states is regulated by telomere length.
telomerase. For telomeres that had shortened below
120 nucleotides, the high recombination backgroundTelomere Length-Dependent Control
did not allow identification of telomerase-dependentof Extendibility at a Natural Telomere
elongation events without ambiguity. However, compar-Natural yeast telomeres contain in their subtelomeric
ison of the frequency and length of extension in theregion repetitive elements that are referred to as X and
presence and absence of telomerase (compare FiguresY�, whereas the tagged telomere VR lacks these ele-
5A to Figure 3F) suggested that telomerase-mediatedments. To test if the above telomere elongation analysis
extension events contributed substantially to the ob-of tagged VR could be extrapolated to natural telomeres,
served elongation of short telomeres.we analyzed telomere 1L, which contains an X element

We also analyzed the extent of telomere elongationin its subtelomeric region. For this telomere, we had
(Figure 5C) as a function of telomere length. As seenpreviously identified a unique subtelomeric sequence
in est1-�/EST1 zygotes, the telomere extensions wereallowing specific amplification by telomere PCR (Teixe-
heterogeneous in size, ranging from ten to 261 nucleo-ira et al., 2002). In order to amplify 1L from the recipient
tides for the telomeres that had not shortened belowstrain only, telomere IL of the donor strain was truncated
120 nucleotides. The average extension length was 83and replaced with an artificial telomere (tel IL::URA3; see
nucleotides, with an interquartile range from 32 to 96.Supplemental Data at http://www.cell.com/cgi/content/
In the absence of Rif1p, the frequency of elongation (r �full/117/3/323/DC1).
�0.68, ppearson � 6.04e-6, � � �0.62, pspearman � 8.17e �Parental est1-� IL telomeres were sequenced after 30
5) but not the extent of elongation (r � �0.40, ppearson �generations of clonal expansion to determine telom-
0.09, � � �0.23, pspearman � 0.37) correlated significantlyerase-independent events (Figure 3C). Divergence was
with telomere length (for telomeres that were longer thanobserved in four out of 39 sequenced telomeres. All four
120 nucleotides). In telomeres with a nearly physiologi-diverging chromosome ends corresponded to telo-
cal length of above 200 nucleotides, the rif1-� zygotesmeres that had shortened to near or below 100 nucleo-
displayed a slightly longer extension length than RIF1tides (Figure 3C), suggesting that telomerase-indepen-
controls (59 versus 44 nucleotides; see Table 1).

dent recombination may be regulated at this natural
The effects of a rif2 deletion were analyzed as for

telomere in a length-dependent manner. These est1-�
rif1 (Figure 5B and Table 1). The frequency of telomere

cells were mated with EST1 tel IL::URA3 donor cells, elongation increased similarly for rif2-� by approxi-
and intact telomere IL was amplified as above (Figure mately 2-fold when compared to RIF2 cells, whereas
4C). As for telomere VR, the frequency of telomerase- the extension length was not affected (Table 1). As for
dependent elongation events increased with telomere rif1-�, the frequency (r � �0.83, ppearson � 0.04, � �
shortening (r � �0.75, ppearson � 0.020, � � �0.82, �0.75, pspearman � 0.0083) but not the extent of telomere
pspearman � 2.75e � 05) (Figure 4E). Furthermore, a signifi- elongation (r � �0.28, ppearson � 0.234, � � �0.26,
cant departure from randomness was apparent when pspearman � 0.275) correlated significantly with telomere
applying the �2 test for contingency tables (pteI1L � 0.036). length. However, in contrast to rif1-� cells, the recombi-
The extent of elongation, as for telomere VR, did not nation background in rif2-� cells was, with four out of
convincingly correlate with telomere length (r � �0.45, 63 analyzed telomeres, low and comparable to RIF2
ppearson � 0.058; � � �0.52, pspearman � 0.029) for telomeres cells (Figure 3G), allowing a more straightforward as-
longer than 120 nucleotides (Figure 4D). sessment of telomerase-mediated events also for short

telomeres. In conclusion, the data indicate that in rif1-�
Rif1p and Rif2p Regulate the Equilibrium and rif2-� cells, telomeres are longer because they be-
between Extendible and Nonextendible come more frequently extended by telomerase. Thus,
Telomeric States both Rif1p and Rif2p control the productive association
The Rif1 and Rif2 proteins are recruited to telomeres of the telomere substrate with telomerase.
via the Rap1p C-terminal domain and are thought to
mediate the Rap1-counting mechanism of telomere Discussion
length control (Marcand et al., 1997). Simultaneous dele-
tion of RIF1 and RIF2 has a synergistic effect on telomere Telomere length homeostasis is fundamental for the

maintenance and propagation of stable chromosomes.length, indicating that they have distinct regulatory func-
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Figure 5. Frequency and Length of Telomere
Extension as a Function of Telomere Size in
rif1-� and rif2-� Cells

(A) Telomere elongation events in est1-�/
EST1 rif1-�/rif1-� zygotes. YT56/est1-� cells
were grown and mated with YT55 cells for 3
hr, and the tagged telomere at VR was ana-
lyzed. Two independent experiments (M2012_1
and M1604) are depicted on the left and right
sides. Labeling is as in Figure 2.
(B) Same as (A) with est1-�/EST1 rif2-�/rif2-�
zygotes.
(C) Length of telomere extension as a function
of telomere size. The sizes of diverging re-
gions obtained in the experiments described
in (A) (red) and (B) (orange) are plotted as a
function of the nondiverging sequence. The
extension events in est1-�/EST1 zygotes
(blue) from Figure 4D are also indicated for
comparison.
(D) Frequency of telomere extension as a
function of telomere size. Sequences from (A)
and (B) were analyzed as in Figure 4D. The
plot corresponding to est1-�/EST1 zygotes
is reported from Figure 4D (blue). The p	1

value for est1-�/EST1 rif1-�/rif1-� zygotes is
2.45�5 and for est1-�/EST1 rif2-�/rif2-� is
0.0137. The curve corresponding to est1-�/
EST1 rif1-�/rif1-� zygotes is dashed for telo-
meres below 100 nt, because, in this region,
the events could not be attributed without
ambiguity to telomerase-mediated exten-
sion, due to the high recombination back-
ground for short telomeres in the parent (see
Figure 3F).

Loss of a single telomere is a potentially lethal event (Figure 6). The nearly constant rate of telomere shorten-
ing due to incomplete end replication, nucleolytic pro-eliciting chromosome end fusions and missegregation.
cessing, and telomere rapid deletion events is balancedPrevious work has indicated that telomerase activity
by telomerase- and recombination-mediated telomereis regulated in cis at individual telomeres through the
lengthening. A short telomere has a high probability ofnumber of double-stranded telomere binding proteins
adopting the telomerase-extendible structure (Figure 6,(Ancelin et al., 2002; Marcand et al., 1997; Ray and
lower). Upon elongation (Figure 6, upper), the equilib-Runge, 1999a). This implies that telomeric chromatin
rium shifts to the nonextendible state, and the telo-controls either the enzymatic properties of telomerase,
mere’s likelihood of being in the extendible state de-the accessibility of telomeric ends, or both (Marcand et
creases with length. The average telomere lengthal., 1999). To directly address and distinguish between
corresponds to the size at which the probability of exten-these possibilities, we developed a method to measure
sion multiplied by the average extension length equalstelomere elongation events at single molecules. Our
the shortening rate. In est1�/EST1 zygotes, the probabil-analysis demonstrates for the first time that telomerase
ity of extension at the wt telomere length of 300 nucleo-does not act on every telomere in every cell cycle. We
tides (0.067) multiplied by the average extension lengthdemonstrate the existence of at least two distinct tel-
(44 nucleotides for telomeres 200 nucleotides; Table

omeric states: one that allows the productive associa-
1) matches the measured shortening rate of 2.95 � 0.2

tion with telomerase and one that prohibits telomerase-
nucleotides per generation (Marcand et al., 1999).

mediated telomere extension. We show that the frequency Our analysis of telomere sequence divergence in tel-
of telomere extension increases steadily as a function of omerase-negative cells (Figure 3) also indicates that re-
telomere length, from roughly 6%–8% at 300 nucleotide- combination is contributing to telomere maintenance.
long telomeres to 42%–46% at 100 nucleotides. Thus, The contribution of this pathway to telomere mainte-
the equilibrium between the two states is regulated by nance was detected in the telomerase-negative cells
telomere length. The existence of different telomeric after clonal expansion for approximately 30 generations.
states that prevent or permit telomerase access has At this time point, approximately 6% of the telomeres
been suggested, but direct experimental evidence for had undergone telomerase-independent elongation,
their existence was lacking. corresponding to an estimated frequency of less than

0.3% per generation (Lea and Coulson, 1949). Thus,
we estimate that the contribution of recombination to

Mechanism of Telomere Length Homeostasis telomere maintenance is 20- to 30-fold lower than that
The telomere length dependent regulation of extendibil- of telomerase. The frequency of telomere recombination

strongly increased in the rif1-� background for shortity is sufficient to explain telomere length homeostasis
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Figure 6. Model for Telomere Length Homeostasis

Telomeres exist in an equilibrium between two states: one that is extendible by telomerase (left side) and one that is nonextendible (right
side). Long telomeres have a higher probability to be in the nonextendible state (upper part). As telomere length declines, the equilibrium
between the two states shifts continuously to the extendible state (lower part). The average telomere length corresponds to the size at which
the ratio of extendible over nonextendible states (probability of extension) multiplied by the average extension length equals the shortening
rate. Rif1p and Rif2p, which associate with telomere bound Rap1p, promote the nonextendible state, shifting the equilibrium to the right. They
may promote conformational changes of the telomeric 3� end that prevent telomerase access or activation.

telomeres (Figure 3F). Interestingly, Rif1p was previously polymerase. Upon reaching the natural length of approx-
imately 250 nucleotides, the poly(A) binding proteinidentified as a factor that inhibits type II recombination

(Teng et al., 2000), a pathway that involves homologous loses its stimulating activity, and poly(A) polymerase
switches from a processive to a distributive mode ofrecombination, which can be observed in a small frac-

tion of yeast that escaped the lethality caused by tel- extension (Wahle, 1991).
Yeast telomerase associates in vitro with telomericomerase loss. However, deletion of RIF2 did not en-

hance telomerase-independent elongation in our study, primers in a stable manner and is able to add only a
single telomeric repeat (Cohn and Blackburn, 1995;while it favored the occurrence of type II survivors even

more strongly than rif1-� (Teng et al., 2000). Prescott and Blackburn, 1997). Thus, our in vivo analysis
indicates that additional factors must exist that eitherThe number of nucleotides added by telomerase var-

ied substantially between individual telomerase exten- promote a processive mode of elongation or that enable
rapid turnover of the enzyme. The described assay sys-sion events and was not tightly regulated by telomere

length unless they were shorter than 100 nucleotides. tem provides a tool to identify processivity factors. A
potential candidate might be the Est1p protein, whichHowever, telomeres of this size are unlikely to occur in

wt yeast cells. The average length of the ADE2-tagged has been proposed to promote enzyme turnover or pro-
cessivity (Singh and Lue, 2003). However, in our analy-VR is 291 nucleotides, with a standard deviation of �31

nucleotides (Forstemann et al., 2000). Thus, for the telo- sis, est1-� cells were indistinguishable from tlc1-� cells,
being unable to add even a single telomeric repeat (Fig-mere size range of telomerase-positive cells, the extent

of the elongation by telomerase does not correlate with ure 4). We also determined telomere addition in est1-60
cells, which express mutant Est1p with a single Lys →the length of the original telomere. We conclude that

under normal conditions, telomere length does not sig- Glu mutational change at residue 444 (data not shown).
This mutation disrupts an electrostatic interaction withnificantly control telomerase processivity or turnover.

On the other hand, dramatic telomere shortening may Cdc13p, causing an ever-shorter telomeres phenotype
(Pennock et al., 2001). In our analysis, this allele was, asremove telomere binding factors that block excessive

elongation by telomerase, or a distinct pathway for the est1-�, completely inactive in telomere addition. Thus,
Est1p cannot act solely by promoting processivity orhealing of severely shortened telomeres may become

activated. turnover but is also involved in the initial elongation cycle
consistent with its function in telomerase recruitmentThe mechanism for length homeostasis described

here has interesting similarities and dissimilarities with (Evans and Lundblad, 1999; Pennock et al., 2001).
another terminal nucleotide transferase, poly(A) poly-
merase, which polyadenylates mRNA precursors by Rif1p and Rif2p Promote Formation

of the Nonextendible Telomeric Stateadding approximately 250 nucleotides to precleaved
mRNA molecules. Similarly to telomeres, poly(A) tail ex- We identify the Rif1 and Rif2 proteins as critical media-

tors of the state of telomere extendibility. In both rif1 andtension is regulated in cis by the number of bound nu-
clear poly(A) binding proteins (PABPN1) associated with rif2 mutant cells, the average telomere length increases,

because the equilibrium between the extendible andthe growing tail (Wahle, 1991). However, in contrast to
double-stranded telomere binding proteins, PABPN1 do nonextendible state is shifted (Figure 5). The extent of

telomere elongation did not increase significantly withnot regulate the initial binding of poly(A) polymerase but
rather the processivity during extension. When the tail telomere shortening (Figure 5C).

How do Rif1p and Rif2p promote the nonextendibleis short, PABPN1 stimulates the processivity of poly(A)
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Telomere Sequencing and Analysisstate and prevent the productive association of tel-
Genomic DNA was extracted using the Wizard Genomic Kit (Pro-omerase with the telomere 3� end in a length-dependent
mega). Total genomic DNA (30–100 ng) was used for telomere PCRmanner? The Rap1p-Rif1p and -Rif2 complexes might
as described (Forstemann et al., 2000). Briefly, genomic DNA was

mediate their effects by favoring the formation of alter- tailed with dCTP and terminal transferase. Telomeres were amplified
native DNA structures such as G quartets, which are using a primer (5�-TGTCCGAATTGATCCCAGAG-3�) that hybridized

specifically to the ADE2 gene at the telomere of chromosome VRknown to prohibit telomerase extension in vitro (Zahler
of the recipient strains and with a primer (5�-CGGGATCCG18-3�)et al., 1991). Interestingly, Rap1p is known to promote
complementary to the oligo-dC tail (see Figure 1B). For amplifyingG quartet formation in vitro (Giraldo et al., 1994). Another
telomeres of chromosome 1L, a primer (5�-GCGGTACCAGGGTTAtelomerase-inaccessible DNA structure could be pro-
GATTAGGGCTG-3�) specific for the subtelomeric sequence of this

vided through t loops, which have been described in chromosome was used. PCR products were separated on 2.5%
vertebrates and protozoa, and in which the telomeric 3� preparative agarose gels, purified with a gel extraction kit (Qiagen),

and cloned into the pDrive cloning vector using the PCR Cloningoverhang is tucked away by forming a displacement
Plus Kit (Qiagen). Plasmid DNA was prepared from overnight cul-loop with the telomere-proximal region (Griffith et al.,
tures using the Millipore Montage Plasmid Miniprep96 Kit. Plasmid1999; Munoz-Jordan et al., 2001; Murti and Prescott,
DNA was sequenced using M13 forward or reverse primers and the1999). Experimental evidence for fold-back structures
SequiTherm EXCEL II DNA Sequencing Kit (Epicentre Technologies,

also exists in S. cerevisiae, but the status of the 3� end Madison, WI) on a LiCor DNA Sequencer. Sequences were aligned,
in these structures is unknown (de Bruin et al., 2001; and sequence divergence was detected using the contig assembler

of Sequencher (Gene Codes Corporation) or by analyzing the se-Strahl-Bolsinger et al., 1997). If this fold-back structure
quencing gel image directly.were to prevent telomerase access, one would predict

that mutations in Sir proteins, which have been shown
Statistical Analysisto disrupt this structure, should lead to a dramatic in-
Package R v1.8.1 (Ihaka and Gentleman, 1996) was used for stan-crease in telomere length. However, telomere length in
dard parametric and nonparametric tests. Telomeres were orderedsir mutants is slightly shorter than in wt cells (Palladino according to their nondiverging size, and subgroups containing 10

et al., 1993). It is also possible that Rif1p and Rif2p telomeres were formed. The average telomere size of each subgroup
stimulate the telomere association of Cdc13p com- was calculated and the frequency of elongation determined. The

relationship between frequency of initiation and mean length ofplexes, which may not only act as positive but also as
telomere of each subgroup was modeled using logistic regression.negative regulators of telomere length (see, e.g., Chan-
Several diagnostics were applied to test for lack of fit, outliers, anddra et al., [2001] and Grandin et al. [2001]). A similar
leverage points.mechanism has been proposed for human cells in which
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